NOBEL
Thus Alfred Nobel's profit was not by any means extravagant,
amounting to 38,000 kronen cash, and 31 shares, in addition to
the 31 shares which he presented to his father. The two other
partners, Captain Wenncrstrom and J, W. Smitt, having bought
their interest in the company for 38,000 kronen, and deposited
the additional 25,000 kronen, only 25,000 kronen was available
as working capital for the company. It seems doubtful, however,
whether this sum was ever fully paid in cash. It is equally
doubtful whether Alfred Nobel ever received the 38,000 kronen
referred to in the article. The working capital with which the
first nitro-glycerine factory in the world began operations was in
fact certainly less than 25,000 kronen. We shall have further
occasion to refer to it when describing in detail Alfred Nobel's
inventions and their exploitation.
The first general meeting of the company appointed Alfred
Nobel, J. W. Smitt and C. Wcnnerstrom directors. This was the
only meeting attended by Alfred Nobel, and he seems to have sold
some of his shares, no doubt because at this time he was in great
need of money. . In addition, he and his father each gave Robert
five shares. At the general meeting of the 28th March, it appeared
that Immanuel Nobel held 26 shares, Alfred 19 and Robert 10.
And that was the position for some time, Robert now came to
Sweden, and was granted a position on quite favourable terms
with the Nitro-glycerine Company. He was to receive 10 per
cent of the net profits of the company, and a guaranteed income
of 500 kronen a month, as well as 1,000 kronen for travelling
expenses to Winterwiken. He did not, however, remain long with
the company, but, as we have seen, went to Petersburg at the
end of 1870 to join his brother Ludwig's business-
Alfred Nobel's connection with the Swedish factory was there-
fore confined to starting its operations, and he seems to have had
comparatively little to do with the running of it. He had bigger
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